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Abstract. The study of multiple classifier systems has become recently
an area of intensive research in pattern recognition in order to improve
the results of single classifiers. In this work, two types of features com-
bination for handwritten Arabic literal words amount recognition, using
neural network classifiers are discussed. Different parallel combination
schemes are presented and their results compared with a single classifier
benchmark using a complete feature set.
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1 Introduction

Several successful methods have been developed to recognize isolated handwrit-
ten characters and numerals. Nowadays the research is carried for handwritten
word recognition [7, 9], which present a challenge due to the difficult nature of
the unconstrained handwritten words, including the diversity of character pat-
terns, ambiguity of characters, and the overlapping nature of many characters
in a single word [1].

Handwriting recognition systems has been studied for decades and many
methods have been developed [7]. Some use only the pixel-images as input to
a statistical or neural classifier. Others preprocess the data in order to extract
structural features that are fed into a classifier. The combination of different
types of information has been shown to be promising in many pattern recog-
nition systems [11, 5]. Different type of classifiers, different type of features,
different type of combiner, etc may then be considered. In this paper, using
two different family features and three neural network classifiers, Arabic words
recognition is addressed. Features consists in two families: structural and the
statistical.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the
characteristics of Arabic writing. In section 3 a brief overview of the system
architecture is given. Section 4, describes the features extraction modules.
The three individual classification systems are described in section 5 and their
results in section 6. Combination approaches of classifiers are introduced in
section 7 with their obtained results. The paper concludes with discussion on
the obtained results.

2 Arabic writing characteristics

The Arabic language has a very rich vocabulary. More than 300 million people
speak the language, and over 1 billion people use it in several religion-related
activities. Arabic script is written from left to right.

Figure 1: Bank draft lexicon of Arabic literal amounts

As opposed to Latin which start from left to right. The Arabic alphabet
consists of 28 characters. Ten of them have one dot, three have two dots, and
two have three dots. Dots can be above or below. The shape of the character
is context sensitive, depending on its location within a word. A letter can
have up to four different shapes: isolated, beginning connection from the left,
middle connection from the left and right, and end connection from the right.
Most of the letters can be connected from both sides; the right and the left.
However, there are six letters which can be connected from one side only; the
right. This characteristic implies that each word may contain from one unit or
more (sub-words). An example of Arabic words may be given in the lexicon,
Figure 1, used in a literal amount of Arabic bank check. Some ligatures involve
vertical stacking of characters, this characteristic complicates the segmentation
problem [7], which is not considered in this work.

3 The global system architecture

The recognition system proposed is of modular architecture: feature extrac-
tion and word classification. Firstly, a preprocessing module, which binarises,
smooth and extract features. These extracted features are transferred toward
the MLP classifiers, Figure 2. The shape features are from two sets: statistical



Figure 2: Global system architecture

features and structural ones. Each of these feature sets provides different in-
formation about the shape of a word. The first classifier receives the structural
features, the second one uses structural and statistical features and the third
one the statistical features only. The obtained results are then used by the
combiner to produce a final decision.

4 Features Extraction

Feature extraction have been highly inspired by the human reading process that
considers the global high level words shape [7, 9]. For holistic paradigm there is
a wide range of methods to word recognition. They can be basically classified
in two categories: statistical and structural. Theses features are automatically
extracted, using different algorithms: contour extraction [8] and diacritical dots
[10].

• The statistical feature set is pixel based information; it is expressed in
terms of partitioning the word feature space as presented in figure 2. The
features are the density of the lit pixels in various word image regions.
The features are obtained from the zone-pattern regions showed in Figure
3(a).

• The structural feature is expressed as a composition of structural units,
and a word is recognized by matching its structural representation with
that of a reference words. The main concept in structural features extrac-
tion is to calculate the number of ascenders, descenders, loops, etc. Base
line detection [8] is one of the most important information that permits
us to situate diacritical dot position, and the main part of the word. The
features extracted correspond to 9 structural ones, Figure 3(b) according
to their possible occurrence numbers in the lexicon, Figure 1: 3 for as-
cenders, 2 for descenders, 2 for one dot above, 2 for two dots above, 2 for
three dots above, 1 for one dot below, 2 for two dots below, 3 for loops,
4 for sub words.

Finally, 57 statistical and 21 structural features are distinguished, Figure 3.



Recognition Miss- Rejection Reliability

rates classification

Structural 87.83% 1.04% 11.13 % 99.00 %
(2108) (25) (267)

Statistical 74.38% 0.79% 24.83 % 99.10 %
(1785) (19) (596)

Statistical + 89.17% 1.08% 9.75 % 99.00 %
Structural (2140) (26) (234)

Table 1: Recognition rates for structural, statistical and both family features

5 Classification stage

A three-layer Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP), with a sigmoid activation func-
tion has been used for all three modules Figure 2, which are trained using
backpropagation algorithms [4]. The number of neurons contained in the hid-
den layer are calculated by a heuristic. The characteristics of each classifier are
given separately in next sections. The three classifiers have been trained with
2400 words, they should then have the same view of the presented words, and
will suggest the same or different word classes.

(a) Statistical features (b) Structural features

Figure 3: Feature extraction for Arabic words

6 Classification results

In this study, MLP classifiers have been used, the obtained results after the
classification stage on a test set are summarized in Table 1.

The reliability is defined by: recognition /(100%-rejection) [11].
For recognition needs, 4800 word images were used. This set represents the

48 words of our lexicon, Figure 1, written by 100 different writers. Among
these word images, a set 2400 were used to train the classifiers. The rejection
criterion is chosen to keep the reliability of at least 99%. The recognition rate
using the structural feature set, is superior by 13.40% to the one using the
statistical feature set. However, still sensibly lower than the recognition rate
of the classifier applied to the complete feature set.



Recognition Misclassification Reject Reliability

Borda 91.70% 0.86% 7.44% 99.10%
Count

Dempster- 94.87% 0.97% 4.16% 99.00%
Shafer

Product 93.90% 0.96% 5.14% 99.00%
Sum 94.93% 0.97% 4.10% 99.00%

Average 93.30% 0.96% 5.74% 99.00%
Max 92.12% 0.96% 6.92% 99.00%
Min 93.20% 0.96% 5.84% 99.00%

Näıve Bayes 93.50% 0.96% 5.54% 99.00%

Table 2: Recognition rates using different statistical combination schemes

Structural features set have stronger discrimination and provides better
recognition rates than statistical ones Table 2.

7 Combination

Statistical combination methods are built around two MLP classifiers, perform-
ing classification separately on structural and statistical feature. Combination
is done on the first and the third MLPs, Figure 2 described in Section 3. The
MLP using both feature sets, is used as a comparison benchmark.

The first six combination schemes: product, average, maximum, minimum,
sum [2] and Dempster-Shafer’s evidence theory [11] of the corresponding pairs
of the classifier outputs are used to make final decision.

The naive Bayes scheme uses the confusion matrices of member classifiers
to estimate the certainty of the classifier decision [11]. The Borda count com-
bination is a generalization of the majority vote [3]. The combination methods
except Borda count, assume a unique interpretation of the confidence values,
for instance as a posteriori probabilities. This is not the case, due to the spe-
cific characteristics of the individual classifiers and their different training sets.
For this reason a normalization given in [6] is used, which permits to have a
normalized scale of the output neurons activation.

For neural network, each node in the output layer is associated to one class
and its output Oi, with [zero to one] range, reflects the response of the network
to the corresponding class wi. To facilitate the combination the responses are
normalized and used as estimates of the a posteriori probability of each class
[6]:

P (wi|x) =
Oi

∑

k Ok

(1)

In our experiments we used different combination schemes, each classifier yields
as output the 48 words of our lexicon with their confidence values P (wi|x).

Combination results on the 2400 test words are shown in Table 2. The
normalized outputs of the two MLP were used as output confidences. The
best recognition rates (superior to 93.00%) are obtained by six combination



schemes. These results are about 4% better than the recognition rate of the
MLP using both feature sets.

8 Conclusion

The combination of two different feature types has been presented in this pa-
per, producing excellent results. The main contribution of this paper is the
use of different statistical combination schemes for Arabic word recognition. In
our paper, our experimental results show that the combination scheme of single
classifiers outperforms classifier using both family features. For this particular
study and using this particular set of words, we showed that it is more reliable
to investigate simpler classifiers and combine them, instead of using a complex
one. Therefore, the problem of curse dimensionality [5] may be avoided. Fur-
ther investigations may rely on features extraction process and other types of
combining schemes using larger word images number.
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